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1. INTRODUCTION
A topological ordering, ordD , of a directed acyclic graph D = (V, E) maps each
vertex to a priority value such that ordD (x) < ordD (y) holds for all edges x → y ∈ E.
There exist well known linear time algorithms for computing the topological order
of a DAG (e.g., [Cormen et al. 2001]). However, these solutions are considered
static as they compute the solution from scratch.
In this paper, we examine efficient algorithms for updating the topological order of a DAG after some graph change (e.g., edge insertion) and we refer to this
as the Dynamic Topological Order (DTO) problem. We say that an algorithm is
fully dynamic if it supports both edge insertions and deletions. A partially dynamic algorithm is termed incremental/decremental if it supports only edge insertions/deletions. Furthermore, an algorithm is described as unit change if it offers
no advantage to processing updates in batches rather than one at a time. The main
contributions of this paper are as follows:
(i) A new fully dynamic, unit change algorithm for maintaining the topological
order of a directed acyclic graph.
(ii) The first experimental study of algorithms for this problem. We compare
against two previous algorithms [Marchetti-Spaccamela et al. 1996; Alpern et al.
1990] and a simple, asymptotically optimal static solution.
We show that, while our algorithm has inferior time complexity compared with
[Alpern et al. 1990], its simplicity leads to better overall performance in practice.
We also find that our algorithm is significantly more efficient than that of MarchettiSpaccamela et al. on sparse digraphs and only a constant factor slower on dense
digraphs.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 covers necessary background material; Section 3 begins with the presentation of our new algorithm,
followed by a detailed discussion of the two main previous solutions [MarchettiSpaccamela et al. 1996; Alpern et al. 1990]; Section 4 reports on experiments comparing the performance of the three algorithms and the standard (i.e., static) solution using randomly generated digraphs; Section 5 covers related work; finally, we
summarise our findings and discuss future work in Section 6.
2. BACKGROUND
At this point, it is necessary to clarify some notation used throughout the remainder
of the paper. In the following we assume D = (V, E) is a digraph:
Definition 2.1. We say that x reaches a vertex y, written x ; y, if x = y or
x → y ∈ E or ∃z.[x → z ∈ E ∧ z ; y]. We also say that y is reachable from x.
Definition 2.2. The set of outedges for a vertex set, S ⊆ V , is defined as E + (S) =
{x → y | x → y ∈ E ∧ x ∈ S}. The set of inedges, E − (S) is defined analogously and
the set of all edges is E(S) = E + (S) ∪ E − (S).
Definition 2.3. The extended size of a set of vertices, K ⊆ V , is denoted kKk =
|K| + |E(K)|. This definition originates from [Alpern et al. 1990].
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procedure add edges(B) // B is a batch of updates
if ∃x → y ∈ B.[ord(y) < ord(x)] then
perform standard (i.e., static) topological sort
Fig. 1. Algorithm STO, a simple solution to the DTO problem where ord is implemented as an
array of size |V |.

For the standard (i.e., static) topological sorting problem, algorithms with Θ(kV k)
(i.e., Θ(v + e)) time are well known (e.g., [Cormen et al. 2001]). However, the problem of dynamically maintaining a topological ordering appears to have received
little attention. A trivial solution, based upon a standard (i.e., static) topological
sort, is shown in Figure 1. Note that we generally omit the D from ordD when
it is clear from the context. This algorithm implements ord using an array of size
|V |, which maps each vertex to a unique integer from {1 . . . |V |}. Thus, ord is a
total and contiguous ordering of vertices. The idea is to perform a full topological
sort only when an edge x → y is inserted which breaks the ordering (i.e., when
ord(y) < ord(x)). Therefore, STO traverses the entire graph for half of all possible
edge insertions and, for a single edge insertion, has a lower and upper bound on
its time complexity of Ω(1) and O(kV k) respectively. An important observation is
that edge deletions are trivial, since they cannot invalidate the ordering.
In practice, STO performs poorly unless the batch size is sufficiently large and
several works have attempted to improve upon it [Alpern et al. 1990; MarchettiSpaccamela et al. 1996; Hoover 1987; Zhou and Müller 2003; Ramalingam and
Reps 1994]. Of these only two are of interest, since they provide the key results
in this field. Henceforth, they are referred to as AHRSZ [Alpern et al. 1990] and
MNR [Marchetti-Spaccamela et al. 1996]. We examine these algorithms in some
detail later on, but first we consider the known results on their time complexity.
MNR has been shown to require O(ve) time to process any sequence of Θ(e) edge
insertions [Marchetti-Spaccamela et al. 1996]. One difficulty with this result is
that it does not tell us whether the algorithm is (in any sense) optimal. To that
end, the work of Alpern et al. is more enlightening as they used an alternative
mechanism for theoretically evaluating their algorithm. Their approach was to
develop a complexity parameter capturing the minimal amount of work needed to
update a topological order:
Definition 2.4. Let D = (V, E) be a directed acyclic graph and ord a valid
topological order. For an edge insertion, x → y, the set K of vertices is a cover if
∀a, b ∈ V.[a ; b ∧ ord(b) < ord(a) ⇒ a ∈ K ∨b ∈ K].
This states that, for any a and b connected by some path which are incorrectly
prioritised, a cover K must include a or b or both. We say a cover is minimal,
written Kmin , if it is not larger than any valid cover. Thus, Kmin captures the
least number of vertices any algorithm must reorder to obtain a solution. Alpern
et al. recognised it is difficult to do this without traversing edges adjacent to those
∗
being reordered. They used a variation on this parameter, which we call Kmin
,
∗
∗
where kKmin k ≤ kKk for any valid cover K. Therefore, kKmin k captures the
minimal amount of work required, assuming adjacent edges must be traversed. It
remains an open problem as to whether this assumption is true of all algorithms for
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this problem. Certainly, it holds for those being studied here1 . Algorithm AHRSZ
∗
∗
obtains an O(kKmin
k log kKmin
k) bound on the time required for a single edge
∗
insertion. In contrast, we show in Section 3.2 that MNR is not bounded by kKmin
k
and, thus, that it has inferior time-complexity.
2.1 The Complexity Parameter δxy
∗
In the above, we introduced the complexity parameter kKmin
k as a measure of
the least work an algorithm must perform to update an invalidated topological
order. Unfortunately, the time complexity for most of the algorithms examined in
∗
this paper cannot be expressed in terms of kKmin
k. Therefore, we must use an
alternative to evaluate and understand them:

Definition 2.5. Let D = (V, E) be a directed acyclic graph and ord a valid
topological order. For an edge insertion x → y, the affected region is denoted ARxy
and defined as {k ∈ V | ord(y) ≤ ord(k) ≤ ord(x)}.
Definition 2.6. Let D = (V, E) be a directed acyclic graph and ord a valid
F
B
topological order. For an edge insertion x → y, the set δxy is defined as δxy
∪ δxy
,
F
B
where δxy = {k ∈ ARxy | y ; k} and δxy = {k ∈ ARxy | k ; x}.
Notice that, δxy = ∅ only when x and y are already correctly prioritised (i.e., when
F
ord(x) < ord(y)). Also, it is fairly easy to see that no member of δxy
reaches any
B
in δxy , since this would introduce a cycle. To understand δxy better, it is useful to
consider its meaning in a graphical manner:

d

y

a

c b

x

affected region

Here, vertices are laid out in topological order (i.e., increasing in ord value) from
left to right and the gaps may contain vertices, which we have omitted to simplify
the presentation. The edge x → y invalidates the topological order (i.e., it has just
been inserted) and is referred to as an invalidating edge, since ord(y) < ord(x).
Thus, δxy = {y, a, b, c, x} since it must include all those vertices in the affected
region which reach x or are reachable from y. One feature common to all the
algorithms we will consider is that they only reorder vertices within the affected
region. This is possible because, for any edge v → w where v ∈
/ ARxy and w ∈
ARxy , we can reposition w anywhere within the affected region without breaking
the invariant ord(v) < ord(w). A similar argument holds when v ∈ ARxy and
w∈
/ ARxy . Another interesting property is the following:
1 Strictly

speaking, only if a refined notion of extended size (see Definition 2.8) is used.
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Lemma 2.7. Let D = (V, E) be a directed acyclic graph and ord a valid topological order. For an edge insertion x → y, it holds that Kmin ⊆ δxy .
Proof. Suppose this were not the case. Then there must be a vertex v ∈ Kmin ,
where v ∈
/ δxy . By Definition 2.4, v is incorrectly prioritised with respect to some
vertex w. Thus, either w ; v or v ; w. Consider the case when w ; v and, hence,
ord(v) < ord(w). Since ord is valid for all edges except x → y, any path from w
to v must cross x → y. Therefore, y ; v and w ; x and we have v ∈ ARxy as
ord(y) ≤ ord(v) ≤ ord(w) ≤ ord(x). A contradiction follows as, by Definition 2.6,
v ∈ δxy . The case when v ; w is similar.
∗
In fact, Kmin = δxy only when both are empty. Now, kKmin
k ≤ kKmin k ≤ kδxy k
and, hence, we know kδxy k is not strictly a measure of minimal work for the DTO
problem. Finally, it turns out that a refinement on the notion of extended size is
actually more useful when comparing algorithms for the DTO problem:

Definition 2.8. Let D = (V, E) be a directed acyclic graph and ord a valid
topological order. For some set K ⊆ V , let the extended-out size be kKk+ =
|K| + |E + (K)| and the extended-in size be kKk− = |K| + |E − (K)|. Then, for an
invalidating edge insertion x → y, the total search cost is hhKii = kK F k+ + kK B k− ,
where K F = {z ∈ K | y ; z} and K B = {z ∈ K | z ; x}
Intuitively, the difference between kKk and hhKii is that the former assumes all
edges adjacent to a vertex must be iterated, while the latter assumes only inedges or
outedges (not both) need to be. This makes sense as the set of vertices to reorder can
always be found by searching forward from y and backward from x. Furthermore, a
forward (backward) search does not traverse the inedges (outedges) of those visited.
∗
Finally, in what follows, we often reuse the term Kmin
to represent a cover where
∗
hhKmin ii ≤ hhKii holds for any valid cover K. While this usage is slightly ambiguous,
since a set K which minimises hhKii does not necessarily minimise kKk, our meaning
should always be clear from the context.
3. ALGORITHMS FOR THE DYNAMIC TOPOLOGICAL ORDER PROBLEM
In this section, we begin by presenting our new algorithm for the Dynamic Topological Order problem. We then examine in detail the two main existing solutions
and contrast them with our development.
3.1 ALGORITHM PK
Algorithm PK is our new solution to the DTO problem. As we will see in the
coming sections, this is similar in design to MNR, but achieves a time complexity
bounded by hhδxy ii (resulting in better performance on sparse graphs). While this
still remains inferior to that of AHRSZ, our claim is that its simplicity makes it
more efficient in practice. Like all the algorithms under consideration, PK is a unit
change algorithm operating on directed acyclic graphs.
The topological ordering, ord, is implemented as a total and contiguous ordering
using an array of size |V |. This maps each vertex to a unique integer in {1. . .|V |},
such that for any edge x → y, ord(x) < ord(y) always holds. The main observation
behind this algorithm is that we can obtain a correct ordering by simply reorganising
vertices in δxy . That is, in the new ordering, ord′ , vertices in δxy are repositioned to
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ensure a valid topological ordering, using only positions previously held by members
of δxy . All other vertices remain unaffected. For example:

y

a

b

c

x

affected region

As before, vertices are laid out in topological order from left to right. Only
members of δxy are shown and, as ord is total and contiguous, the gaps must contain
F
B
vertices omitted to simplify the presentation. So, δxy
= {y, a, c} and δxy
= {b, x}
B
and we obtain a correct ordering by repositioning vertices to ensure all of δxy
are
F
left of δxy :

b

x

y

a

c

F
In doing this, the original (relative) order of vertices in δxy
must be preserved
B
and likewise for δxy
. This ensures the following invariant, where ord′ is the new
ordering being computed, is maintained:




F
B
∀x ∈ δxy
. ord(x) ≤ ord′ (x) ∧ ∀y ∈ δxy
. ord′ (y) ≤ ord(y)
F
cannot be given lower priorities than they
The above states that members of δxy
B
already have, whilst those in δxy cannot get higher ones. This is because, for any
F
vertex in δxy
, we have identified all in the affected region which must be higher than
it (i.e., right of it). However, we have not determined all those which must come
lower and, hence, cannot safely move them in this direction. A similar argument
B
B
holds for δxy
. Thus, we begin to see how the algorithm works: it first identifies δxy
F
and δxy
. Then, it pools the indices occupied by their vertices and, starting with
B
F
the lowest, allocates increasing indices first to members of δxy
and then δxy
. So,
in the above example, the algorithm proceeds by allocating b the lowest available
index, like so:

b x y a c
?

?

?

?

?

affected region

After this, it will allocate x to the next lowest index, then y and so on. The algorithm is presented in Figure 2 and the following summarises the two stages:
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procedure add edge(x, y)
lb = ord[y];
ub = ord[x];
if lb < ub then
// Discovery
dfs-f(y);
dfs-b(x);
// Reassignment
reorder();
procedure dfs-f(n)
visited(n) = true;
F ∪ = {n};
δxy
forall n → w ∈ E do
if ord[w] = ub then abort; //cycle
// is w unvisited and in affected region?
if ¬visited(w) ∧ ord[w] < ub then dfs-f(w);
procedure dfs-b(n)
visited(n) = true;
B ∪ = {n};
δxy
forall w → n ∈ E do
// is w unvisited and in affected region?
if ¬visited(w) ∧ lb < ord[w] then dfs-b(w);
procedure reorder()
// sort sets to preserve original order of elements
B );
sort(δxy
F
sort(δxy );
L = ∅;
B onto array L first
// load δxy
B |−1 do
for i = 0 to |δxy
B
w = δxy [i];
B [i] = ord[w];
δxy
visited(w) = f alse;
push(w, L);
F onto array L
// now load δxy
F |−1 do
for i = 0 to |δxy
F [i];
w = δxy
F [i] = ord[w];
δxy
visited(w) = f alse;
push(w, L);
B , δ F , R);
merge(δxy
xy
// allocate vertices in L starting from lowest
for i = 0 to |L|−1 do ord[L[i]] = R[i];

Fig. 2. The PK algorithm. The “sort” function sorts an array such that x comes before y iff
ord[x] < ord[y]. “merge” combines two arrays into one whilst maintaining sortedness (i.e., merge
sort). Cycles need only be checked for in dfs-f(), since an invalidating edge x → y can only give
rise to a cycle if y reaches x (and dfs-f() will establish this).
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Discovery: The set δxy is identified using a forward depth-first search from y
and a backward depth-first search from x. Vertices outside the affected region are
F
not explored. Those visited by the forward and backward search are placed into δxy
B
and δxy respectively. Thus, Θ(hhδxy ii) time is needed for this stage. Observe that
cycles need only be checked for during the forward search, since an invalidating
edge x → y can only give rise to a cycle if y reaches x (and the forward search will
establish this).
Reassignment: The two sets are now sorted separately into increasing topological
order (i.e., according to ord), which we assume takes Θ(δxy log δxy ) time. We then
B
F
load δxy
into array L followed by δxy
. In addition, the pool of available indices,
B
F
R, is constructed by merging indices used by elements of δxy
and δxy
together.
Finally, we allocate by giving index R[i] to vertex L[i]. This whole procedure takes
Θ(δxy log δxy ) time.
Therefore, algorithm PK has time complexity Θ((δxy log δxy ) + hhδxy ii). Finally,
we provide the correctness proof of algorithm PK:
Lemma 3.1. Assume D = (V, E) is a DAG and ord an array, mapping vertices
to unique values in {1 . . . |V |}, which is a valid topological order. If an inserted
invalidating edge, x → y, does not introduce a cycle then algorithm PK obtains a
correct topological ordering.
Proof. Let ord′ be the new ordering found by the algorithm. To show this is a
correct topological order we must show, for any two vertices a, b where a → b, that
ord′ (a) < ord′ (b) holds. An important fact to remember is that the algorithm only
uses indices of those in δxy for allocation. Therefore, z ∈ δxy ⇒ ord(y) ≤ ord′ (z) ≤
ord(x). There are six cases to consider:
(i) a, b ∈
/ ARxy . Here neither a nor b have been moved as they lie outside the
affected region. Thus, ord(a) = ord′ (a) and ord(b) = ord′ (b) which (by defn of
ord) implies ord′ (a) < ord′ (b).
(ii) (a ∈ ARxy ∧ b ∈
/ ARxy ) ∨ (a ∈
/ ARxy ∧ b ∈ ARxy ). When a ∈ ARxy we know
ord(a) ≤ ord(x) < ord(b). If a ∈ δxy then ord′ (a) ≤ ord(x). Otherwise, ord′ (a) =
ord(a). A similar argument holds when b ∈ ARxy .
(iii) a, b ∈ ARxy ∧ a, b ∈
/ δxy . Similar to case 1 as neither a or b have been moved.
(iv) a, b ∈ δxy ∧ x ; a ∧ x 6= a. Here, a is reachable from x only along x → y,
F
which means y ; a ∧ y ; b. Thus, a, b ∈ δxy
and their relative order is preserved
′
in ord by sorting.
(v) a, b ∈ δxy ∧ b ; y ∧ y 6= b. Here, b reaches y along x → y, so b ; x and a ; x.
B
Therefore, a, b ∈ δxy
and their relative order is preserved in ord′ by sorting.
B
F
(vi) x = a ∧ y = b. Here, we have a ∈ δxy
∧ b ∈ δxy
and ord′ (a) < ord′ (b) follows
B
F
because all elements of δxy are allocated lower indices than those of δxy
.
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3.2 The MNR Algorithm
The algorithm of Marchetti-Spaccamela et al. also implements ord as a total,
contiguous ordering of vertices using an array of size |V |. As with PK, this maps
each vertex to a (unique) integer in {1 . . . |V |}. In addition, a second array ord−1
of size |V | is used, which is the reverse of ord — it maps each index in the order to
the corresponding vertex. Hence, both ord−1 (ord(x)) = x and ord(ord−1 (i)) = i
F
always hold. The algorithm itself is quite similar to PK except that only δxy
,
rather than all of δxy , is identified (using a forward depth-first search). Thus, for
the example used previously only y, a, c would be visited:

y

a

c

b

x

affected region
F
To obtain a correct solution the algorithm shifts vertices in δxy
up the order
so that they hold the highest positions within the affected region. For the above
example, this gives the following (valid) ordering:

b

x y a c

Notice that these vertices always end up alongside x and that, unlike PK, each
vertex in the affected region receives a new position. This has achieved a similar
B
F
effect to PK, as every vertex in δxy
now has a lower index than any in δxy
. Pseudocode for the algorithm is presented in Figure 3. The time needed for the DFS
F +
(discovery) phase is Θ(kδxy
k ). The reassignment phase (i.e., procedure shift )
requires Θ(ARxy ) time as each element of ARxy is visited. Therefore, we obtain
F +
an Θ(kδxy
k + ARxy ) bound on the time for a single edge insertion. Note, only
an amortised result was given by Marchetti-Spaccamela et al. and we feel this new
result provides better insight into MNR’s performance (see Section 3.4 for more on
this).
3.3 The AHRSZ Algorithm
The algorithm of Alpern et al. [Alpern et al. 1990] employs a special data structure
due to Dietz and Sleator to implement a priority space [Dietz and Sleator 1987;
Bender et al. 2002]. This permits new priorities to be created between existing
ones in O(1) worse-case time. A side effect of using it is that AHRSZ maintains
ACM Journal Name, Vol. V, No. N, January 2007.
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procedure add edge(x, y)
lb = ord[y]; // lb = lower bound
ub = ord[x]; // ub = upper bound
if lb ≤ ub then
// invalidating edge
dfs(y); // discovery phase
shift(); // reassignment phase
procedure dfs(n)
F
visited(n) = true; // mark n as member of δxy
forall n → s ∈ E do
if ord[s] = ub then abort; // cycle detected
// visit s if not already and is in affected region
if ¬visited(s) ∧ ord[s] < ub then dfs(s);
procedure shift()
L = ∅;
shif t = 0;
// shift vertices in affected region down ord
for i = lb to ub do
w = ord−1 [i]; // w is vertex at topological index i
if visited(w) then
F so reposition after x
// w ∈ δxy
visited(w) = f alse;
push(w, L);
shif t = shif t+1;
else allocate(w, i − shif t);
F in their original order
// now place members of δxy
for j = 0 to |L|−1 do
allocate(L[j], i−shif t);
i = i+1;

procedure allocate(n, i)
// place n at index i
ord[n] = i;
ord−1 [i] = n;
Fig. 3.

The MNR algorithm.
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a partial ordering of vertices (unlike PK and MNR, which must maintain a total
ordering). Thus, the topological ordering, ord, is implemented as an array of size
|V |, mapping vertices to priority values. Like the others, this algorithm operates in
two stages: discovery and reassignment. We now examine these (assuming x → y is
an invalidating edge):
Discovery: The set of vertices, K, to be reprioritised is determined by simultaneously searching forward from y and backward from x. During this, vertices
queued for visitation by the forward (backward) search are said to be on the forward (backward) frontier. At each step the algorithm extends the frontiers toward
each other. The forward (backward) frontier is extended by visiting a member with
the lowest (largest) priority. The following diagrams aim to clarify this:

y

a

d

e

b c

x
backward
frontier

forward
frontier

In the above, members of the forward/backward frontiers are marked with a
dot. Initially, each frontier consists of a single starting vertex, determined by the
invalidating edge. The algorithm proceeds by extending each frontier:

y

a

d

e

b c

x
backward
frontier

forward
frontier

Here we see that the forward frontier has been extended by visiting y and this
results in a, e being added and y removed. In the next step, a will be visited as it
has the lowest priority of any on the frontier. Likewise, the backward frontier has
been extended by visiting x and, next time, b will be visited as it has the largest
priority. Thus, we see that the two frontiers are moving toward each other and the
search stops either when one frontier is empty or they “meet” — when each vertex
on the forward frontier has a priority greater than any on the backward frontier.
The set of vertices, K, to be reprioritised contains exactly those visited before this
happens. We refer to this procedure as lock-step search, since both frontiers move
in unison.
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Lemma 3.2. Let D = (V, E) be a directed acyclic graph and ord a valid topological order. For an invalidating edge insertion x → y, the set K ⊆ V found by
lock-step search is a cover.
Proof. Assume it is not. By Definition 2.4, some a, b ∈
/ K exist where a ; b ∧
ord(a) ≥ ord(b). Partition K into K + = {z ∈ K | y ; z} and K − = {z ∈ K | z ; x}.
Let FF = {w | ∃v ∈ K + ∧ v → w} and BF = {v | ∃w ∈ K − ∧ v → w}. Now,
∀v ∈ FF , w ∈ BF .[ord(v) > ord(w)] as the search stops only when this holds. This
F
B
implies ∀v ∈ (δxy
− K + ), w ∈ (δxy
− K − ).[ord(v) > ord(w)], as ord is valid for all
edges except x → y. The contradiction follows as, by a similar argument to that of
F
B
Lemma 2.7, b ∈ (δxy
−K + ) and a ∈ (δxy
−K − ).
Lemma 3.3. Let D = (V, E) be a directed acyclic graph, ord a valid topological
order and x → y an invalidating edge insertion. The set K ⊆ V found by lock-step
search contains O(Kmin ) vertices.
Proof. Partition K into K + = {z ∈ K|y ; z} and K − = {z ∈ K|z ; x}. The lockstep search guarantees |K + | = |K − | (since
both frontiers extend simultaneously)

and ∀v ∈ K + , w ∈ K − . ord(v) < ord(w) . Thus, either K + ⊆ Kmin or K − ⊆ Kmin
must hold, as every vertex in K + is incorrectly prioritised with every vertex in K − .
This implies |K + | ≤ |Kmin | ≤ |K| ≤ 2.|K + | ≤ 2.|Kmin |.
Thus, we obtain an O(hhKmin ii log hhKmin ii) bound on discovery using the lockstep search. The log factor arises from the use of priority queues to implement the
frontiers, which we assume are heaps. In fact, Alpern et al. use a clever strategy
to reduce work further. Consider:

y

a

d

c

b

x

Here, vertex a has high outdegree (which can be imagined as much larger than
shown). Thus, visiting vertex a is expensive as its outedges must be iterated. Instead, we could visit b, c, d in potentially much less time and still update the order
correctly. The algorithm described so far cannot do this because it moves both
frontiers in each step. The full AHRSZ algorithm, however, allows them to move
independently to capitalise on situations like the above. Essentially, the frontier
whose next vertex has the least number of adjacent edges is moved at each step. If
it is a draw, then both are moved simultaneously. Thus, in the above, the backward
frontier would be repeatedly extended. To ensure the amount of work done is still
strictly bounded by O(kKmin k), a counter C(n) is maintained for each vertex n.
This is initialised by the total number of edges incident on n (i.e., both inedges and
outedges). At each step, min(C(f ), C(b)) is subtracted from C(f ) and C(b), where
f and b are next on the forward and backward frontiers respectively. Thus, the
forward frontier is extended if C(f ) = 0 and the backward if C(y) = 0. Alpern et
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∗
∗
al. proved that this ensures an O(kKmin
k log kKmin
k) bound on the work done in
∗
∗
this stage [Alpern et al. 1990]. This can be improved to O(hhKmin
ii log hhKmin
ii) by
initialising C(n) more appropriately [Katriel and Bodlaender 2005]. Specifically, if
n is on the forward frontier, then C(n) is initialised with E + (n), otherwise E − (n)
is used.

Reassignment: The reassignment process also operates in two stages. The first
is a depth-first search of all vertices in K which computes a ceiling on the new
priority of each:
ceiling(x) = min({ord(y) | y ∈
/ K ∧ x → y} ∪
{ceiling(y) | y ∈ K ∧ x → y} ∪ {+∞})
In a similar fashion, the second stage of reassignment computes the floor using ord′ ,
the new topological order formed so far:
f loor(y) = max({ord′ (x) | x → y} ∪ {−∞})
Once the floor has been computed for a vertex, the algorithm assigns a new priority,
ord′ (k), such that f loor(k) < ord′ (k) < ceiling(k). An important consideration
here, is to minimise the number of new priorities created [Alpern et al. 1990].
Otherwise, the underlying Dietz and Sleator ordered list structure may not achieve
peak performance. Alpern et al. pointed out that, if an arbitrary topological order
is used to compute the floor and priority of each v ∈ K, more priorities may be
created than necessary. The following example highlights this, where members of
K are shaded and the (fixed) priorities of non-members are shown below:
v

x
y

s
w

t

u

ord
P1

P2

P3

The problem is that more priorities are created if v, rather than w, is reassigned
first. This is because v must be assigned a priority between it’s floor ord(s) and
it’s ceiling ord(t), reusing existing priorities whenever possible. Thus, the new
assignment must be ord(v) = P2 . This implies each of w, x and y require a new
priority to be created, which is suboptimal since a valid reassignment is possible
that creates only two new priorities. To address this, Alpern et al. use a mechanism
similar to breadth-first search to ensure vertices with the same floor get the same
priority. Specifically, they employ a min-priority queue with f loor(k) as the priority
of each member k. Initially, this contains all vertices k ∈ K with no predecessor
in K. The algorithm proceeds by popping all vertices z with the lowest floor off
the queue and determining the minimum ceiling, zmin , between them. Each z is
then assigned the same priority Pz , where f loor(z) < Pz < zmin . In doing this, the
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procedure add edge(x, y)
if ord(y) < ord(x) then K = ∅; discovery(); reassignment();
procedure discovery()
ForwFron = {y}; f = y; BackFron = {x}; b = x;
ForwEdges = OutDegree(f ); BackEdges = InDegree(b);
// extend frontiers until either one is empty or they meet
while ord(f ) ≤ ord(b) do
u = min(ForwEdges,BackEdges);
ForwEdges = ForwEdges − u;
BackEdges = BackEdges − u;
if ForwEdges = 0 then
// extend forward frontier
K ∪ = {f }; ForwFron − = {f };
forall f → y ∈ E do ForwFron ∪ = {y};
if ForwFron = ∅ then f = x;
else f = ForwFron.top();
ForwEdges = OutDegree(f );
if BackEdges = 0 then
// extend backward frontier
K ∪ = {b}; BackFron − = {b};
forall y → b ∈ E do BackFron ∪ = {y};
if BackFron = ∅ then b = y;
else b = BackFron.top();
BackEdges = InDegree(b);
procedure reassignment()
// compute ceilings
forall x ∈ K in reverse topological order do
ceiling(x) = +∞;
forall x → y ∈ E do
if y ∈ K then ceiling(x) = min(ceiling(y), ceiling(x));
else ceiling(x) = min(ord(y), ceiling(x));
// compute new priorities, whilst minimising number created
Q = ∅;
forall x ∈ K do
deps(x) = |{u | u → x ∧ u ∈ K}|;
if deps(x) = 0 then floor(x) = max({ord(y) | y → x ∈ E} ∪ {−∞}); Q.push(x);
while Q 6= ∅ do
Z = {z ∈ Q | floor(z) = floor(Q.top())};
Pz = compute priority(floor(Q.top()), min({ceiling(z) | z ∈ Z}));
forall z ∈ Z do
ord(z) = Pz ; Q.pop();
forall z → u ∈ E where u ∈ K do
deps(u) = deps(u) − 1;
if deps(u) = 0 then floor(u) = max({ord(y) | y → u ∈ E} ∪ {−∞}); Q.push(u);
procedure compute priority(floor, ceiling)
// select lowest priority z where floor < z < ceiling
// if none exists then create one in O(1) time
return z;
Fig. 4. Algorithm AHRSZ. The forward frontier is represented by ForwFron, and implemented
using a min-priority queue. BackFron is similar, but using a max-priority queue. Notice that
ForwEdges and BackEdges implement the counter C(n) discussed in the text. Finally, Q is
implemented using a min-priority queue.
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lowest existing priority is always used when possible, otherwise a new priority is
created. At this point, all remaining vertices whose predecessors are either not in
K or have already been reassigned are pushed onto the queue. The whole process is
repeated until all of K is reassigned. For the above example, this procedure creates
the minimum number of new priorities. However, Alpern et al. did not prove that
this holds for the general case, although it seems likely.
Finally, since all edges touching vertices in K must be scanned to generate
the floor and ceiling information, the time needed for this stage is bounded by
∗
∗
∗
O(kKmin
k + Kmin
log Kmin
). The log factor arises from the use of a min-priority
∗
queue. In fact, Katriel and Bodlaender showed that this can be reduced to O(Kmin
),
using a simpler mechanism [Katriel and Bodlaender 2005]. However, this does not
minimise the number of new priorities created and, thus, is expected to perform
worse in practice.
The original bound given by Alpern et al. on the total time needed to process
∗
∗
an edge insertion was O(kKmin
k log kKmin
k) [Alpern et al. 1990; Ramalingam and
∗
∗
Reps 1994]. This gives O(hhKmin ii log hhKmin
ii) if the improved discovery algorithm and the simpler approach to reassignment are used. Pseudo-code for our
implementation is provided in Figure 4 and there are a few remarks to make about
it. In particular, the improved discovery algorithm of Katriel and Bodlaender is
used, although their simpler reassignment algorithm is not — even though it offers
lower time complexity. As discussed above, this is because their approach does not
minimise the number of new priorities created and, hence, is expected to perform
poorly in practice [Alpern et al. 1990].
Finally, there are a few points to make about the Dietz and Sleator ordered list
structure [Dietz and Sleator 1987] which AHRSZ relies on: firstly, it is difficult to
implement and suffers high overheads in practice (both in time and space); secondly,
only a certain number of priorities can be created for a given word size, thus limiting
the maximum number of vertices. For example, only 220 priorities can be created
if 32bit integers are being used.
3.4 Discussion of Complexity
At this point, it seems prudent to clarify the relative complexity of all three algorithms. Comparing AHRSZ and PK is straightforward. The former is bounded by
∗
∗
ii ≤ hhKmin ii ≤ hhδxy ii follows from
ii and the latter by hhδxy ii. Since hhKmin
hhKmin
Lemma 2.7, AHRSZ has a strictly tighter bound on its runtime than PK.
Comparing MNR and PK is more subtle, since neither achieves a strictly tighter
F +
k + ARxy ) time for a single edge
bound than the other. Recall MNR takes Θ(kδxy
insertion, while PK takes Θ((δxy log δxy ) + hhδxy ii) time. Furthermore, we have that
F +
kδxy
k < hhδxy ii and |δxy | ≤ |ARxy |. Thus, if |ARxy | is sufficiently greater than
hhδxy ii, PK will do less work than MNR (otherwise, the converse is true). Since
this is more likely to be true when inserting into a sparse graph, we expect PK to
perform better than MNR in these conditions (and vice-versa for dense graphs).
In practice, however, PK is never much worse than MNR on dense graphs, while
MNR can be significantly worse than PK on sparse graphs (as demonstrated in the
next section).
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3.5 Discussion of Practicality
The central claim of this paper is that, although algorithm PK has an inferior
worst-case bound on its runtime compared with AHRSZ, its simplicity leads to
greater efficiency in practice. The question then, is what it means to be simpler.
At a superficial level, it is quite apparent that the pseudo-code of AHRSZ (Figure
4) is longer than that of PK (Figure 2). Indeed, while PK is presented in its
entirety, all details of the Dietz and Sleator ordered list structure are omitted from
the presentation of AHRSZ. A closer inspection of the two algorithms reveals the
following observations:
(1) During discovery, algorithm PK uses a simple traversal algorithm (i.e., depthfirst search) with small overheads; in contrast, AHRSZ uses priority queues
(for the frontiers) to implement the traversal (which will almost certainly have
higher overheads).
(2) During reassignment, algorithm PK sorts the set of discovered vertices (i.e.,
F
B
δxy
and δxy
) and performs two full passes over them to complete reassignment
(note, the merge operation is not counted as, in practice, this is done during
the last pass at little extra cost); in contrast, AHRSZ performs a topological
sort of the discovered set (to compute ceiling information) and then performs
two full passes over this set (both of which require iterating adjacent edges) to
complete reassignment. Again, it is apparent that AHRSZ must do more work
when reassigning a given set of vertices that algorithm PK.
(3) Algorithm PK uses an array of integer indices to represent the topological sort
which imposes minimal runtime overhead; AHRSZ, on the other hand, uses
the Dietz and Sleator ordered list structure, some of whose operations (such
as comparing whether one priority is less than another) can be rather more
expensive in practice.
The above gives an informal account of why we believe algorithm PK is simpler
than algorithm AHRSZ. In Section 4, we present experimental data which confirms
our hypothesis. We find that, while the number of vertices discovered by AHRSZ
is often much less than for PK, the performance of AHRSZ is always worse than
PK’s — indicating the higher costs involved in its implementation.
4. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
In this section, we experimentally compare four algorithms for the DTO problem:
MNR, AHRSZ, PK and STO (recall Figure 1). The experiments measure how the
Average Cost Per Insertion (ACPI) varies with graph density and batch size, over
a large number of randomly generated DAGs.
Definition 4.1. For a DAG with v vertices and e edges, define its density to
e
. Thus, it is the ratio of the actual number of edges to the maximum
be 1 v(v−1)
2
possible.
Furthermore, in an effort to correlate our theoretical analysis, we also investigated
how hhδxy ii, |ARxy | and hhKii, where K is the actual cover computed by AHRSZ,
vary on average with graph density.
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procedure measure acpi(v, d, b, s)
// v = number of vertices, d = density, b = batch size, s = sample Size
ES = . . . ; // generate d. 21 v(v−1) random (acyclic) edges
S = randomly select s. 12 v(v−1) edges from ES;
G = ({1 . . . v}, ES −S);
start = timestamp();
while S 6= ∅
T = randomly select b edges from S;
S = S − T;
add edges(T, G);
return

1
.(timestamp()
|S|

− start);

Fig. 5. Our procedure for measuring insertion cost over a random DAG. Note that, through careful
implementation, we have minimised the cost of the other operations in the loop, which might have
otherwise interfered. In particular, the order in which edges are picked from S is precomputed,
using a random shuffle.

4.1 Generating a random DAG
The standard model for uniformly generating a random undirected graph is G(v, p),
which defines a graph with v vertices where each edge is picked with probability
p. Erdös and Rényi were the first to study this random graph model [Erdös and
Rényi 1960]. They found that, for certain properties such as connectedness, graphs
whose edge count was below a certain threshold were very unlikely to have the
property, whilst those with just a few more edges were almost certain to have it.
This is known as the phase transition and is a curious and pervasive phenomenon
(see [Janson et al. 2000, Chapter 5] for more on this). Several other random graph
models exist, such as one for generating graphs which obey a power law [Aiello
et al. 2000]. For this work, we are only concerned with generating uniform random
DAGs and the model Gdag (v, p), first defined by Barak and Erdös [Barak and Erdös
1984], is used here:
Definition 4.2. The model Gdag (v, p) is a probability space containing all graphs
having a vertex set V = {1, 2, . . . , v} and an edge set E ⊆ {(i, j) | i < j}. Each
edge of such a graph exists with a probability p independently of the others.
For a DAG in Gdag (v, p), we know that there are at most v(v−1)
possible edges.
2
Thus, we can select uniformly from Gdag (v, p) by enumerating each possible edge
and inserting with probability p. In our experiments, we used p = x to generate a
DAG with v vertices and expected density x.
The approach to generating random DAGs suggested here is by no means the
only method. One alternative is to use a Markov Chain where each step consists of
picking two vertices at random and either deleting the edge between them (if one
is present) or inserting an edge between them (if one is not) [Melaçon et al. 2001;
Ide and Cozman 2002]. Note that, if inserting an edge would introduce a cycle then
nothing is done. In general, it remains unclear how the two generation methods
compare and further work could examine this in more detail.
An interesting aspect of our random DAGs is how they are affected by the phase
transition phenomenon. This issue was addressed by Pittel and Tungol [Pittel and
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Tungol 2001]. They showed for Gdag (v, p) that, if p = c(lnv v) , then the size of
the largest transitive closure of any vertex is asymptotic to v c ln v, 2v(lnvln v) and
v(1 − 1c ), when c < 1, c = 1 and c > 1 respectively. This means the phase transition
occurs roughly at a graph density of lnv v , after which point it is likely that there
exists a vertex connected by a path to every other vertex. In the experiments
which follow, the graphs have 2000 vertices and, thus, the phase transition should
occur around 0.0038. For this reason, we consider graphs with density below this
threshold as sparse, and those over it as dense.
4.2 Experimental Procedure
Our general procedure for measuring the Average Cost Per Insertion (ACPI) for an
algorithm was to generate, for some |V | and density, a random DAG and measure
the time taken to insert a sample of edges whilst maintaining a topological order.
Figure 5 outlines the procedure2 . Note, the sample size was fixed at 0.0001 (i.e.,
0.01% of all 21 v(v − 1) possible edges). Although this seems like a small number,
it is important to realise that most of the interesting observations occur between
0.001 and 0.02 density and, thus, larger sample sizes would swamp our results. To
generate each data point, we averaged over 100 runs of this procedure (i.e., over
100 random DAGs). An important aspect of our procedure is that the sample may
include non-invalidating edges and these dilute our measurements, since all four
algorithms do no work for these cases. Our purpose, however, was to determine
what performance can be expected in practice, where it is unlikely all edge insertions
will be invalidating.
As mentioned already, some of our experiments measured the average set size of
our complexity metrics, instead of ACPI. The procedure for doing this was almost
identical to before except, instead of measuring time, exact values for hhKii, hhδxy ii
and |ARxy | were recorded. These were obtained from the corresponding algorithm
(AHRSZ for hhKii, PK for hhδxy ii and MNR for |ARxy |) by counting vertices visited
and edges iterated where appropriate.
Finally, all experiments were performed on a 900Mhz Athlon based machine
with 1GB of main memory, running Redhat 8.0. The executables were compiled
using gcc 3.2, with optimisation level “-O3” and timing was performed using the
gettimeofday function, which gives microsecond resolution. To reduce interference, experiments were performed with all non-essential system daemons/services
(e.g., X windows, crond) disabled and no other user-level programs running. The
implementation itself was in C++ and took the form of an extension to the Boost
Graph Library [Siek et al. 2002] and utilised the adjacency_list class to represent the DAG. Our implementation of AHRSZ employs the O(1) amortised (not
O(1) worse-case) time structure of Dietz and Sleator [Dietz and Sleator 1987]. This
seems reasonable as they themselves state it likely to be more efficient in practice.
The complete implementation, including C++ code for all three algorithms and the
random graph generator, is available online at http://www.mcs.vuw.ac.nz/~djp.
2 This

differs from the procedure used in [Pearce and Kelly 2004], which maintained |E| constant
during the experiment by deleting edges from within the inner loop. However, we eventually found
the overhead of doing this interfered with the results and, thus, we abandoned this approach.
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4.3 Single Insertion Experiments
The purpose of these experiments was to investigate the performance of the three
unit change algorithms, AHRSZ, PK and MNR. Specifically, we examined how
ACPI varied with |E| and we report our findings here. Furthermore, we include
data for a control experiment (labelled as CTRL), whose purpose is to indicate the
best possible performance any algorithm could obtain. To generate data for our
control, we perform exactly the same steps as for the other algorithms, except that
no work is done to actually maintain the topological order. Thus, it measures the
cost of inserting edges into our underlying graph data structure.
Figure 6 shows the effect on ACPI and the complexity parameters of varying
density, whilst maintaining |V | constant. Although the highest density shown is 0.1,
we have explored beyond this and found the plots extend as expected. Therefore,
we limit our attention to this density range as it is most interesting. From the
topmost graphs, we see that all three algorithms have quite different behaviour.
The main observations are: firstly, MNR performs poorly on sparse graphs, but is
the most efficient on dense graphs; secondly, PK performs well on very sparse and
dense graphs, but not as well on those in between; finally, AHRSZ is relatively poor
on very sparse graphs, but otherwise has constant performance which is reasonably
competitive with the others. By looking at the middle two graphs of Figure 6,
a clear resemblance can be seen between the plots of ACPI for PK and hhδxy ii,
between that for MNR and |ARxy | and between that for AHRSZ and hhKii.
The curves observed for the three complexity metrics are key to understanding
the performance of the algorithms. Their shape can be explained if we consider the
number of invalidating edges in the insertion sample. The bottom two graphs of
Figure 6 plot this and they show that the proportion of invalidating edges goes down
rapidly with density. But, why is this? Well, we know that as density increases,
the chance of a path existing between any two vertices must also increase. From
this, it follows that the number of possible invalidating edges must go down as
density goes up. This is because an edge x → y is invalidating only if there is no
path from x to y. The steepness of these plots is governed by the phase transition
phenomenon, which dictates that the chance of a path existing between two vertices
quickly approaches 1 as soon as the 0.0038 density threshold is passed. From these
facts, the curves seen for |ARxy | and hhδxy ii can be explained: firstly, the average
size of an affected region must go down as density increases, since |ARxy | = 0 for
non-invalidating edges; secondly, the average size of hhδxy ii must (initially) increase
with density, since its size is determined by the chance of a path existing between
two vertices. However, the decreasing number of invalidating edges will eventually
overpower this and, hence, hhδxy ii is determined by the trade-off between these two
factors.
The shape seen for hhKii is more subtle. We had expected to see something
more closely resembling that of hhδxy ii. That is, we had expected to see hhKii go up
initially and then fall. In fact, a small positive gradient can be seen roughly between
0.001 and 0.005 density which, we argue, corresponds to the increasing chance of
a path existing between two vertices at this point. The most important feature of
this plot, namely the negative initial gradient, is more curious. In particular, it
seems strange that hhKii is ever larger than hhδxy ii. This does make sense, however,
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Fig. 6. Various plots of our experimental data. The topmost two plot ACPI against
density for the three algorithms and our control. The middle two plot the complexity metrics which measure the work done by each algorithm. Finally, the bottom
two plots show the percentage of invalidating edges encountered when processing
the insertion sample for PK and AHRSZ.
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Fig. 7. Plots of our experimental data, illustrating for each algorithm how ACPI
varies with batch size for sparse (density 0.0001) and dense graphs (density 0.01).
if we contrast the bottom two graphs of Figure 6 against each other. What we see is
that the proportion of invalidating edges for AHRSZ starts at a much higher point
than for PK. This arises because, on very sparse graphs, AHRSZ will assign most
vertices the same priority — so most insertions are invalidating. In contrast, for
PK, all vertices have a different priority, regardless of density. This means there is
(roughly) a 50% chance that any edge insertion x → y will be invalidating, since y
is equally likely to come after x in the ordering than before it. Thus, as both hhKii
and hhδxy ii are empty on valid insertions, we can see that hhδxy ii is smaller than
hhKii on very sparse graphs simply because it is measured over fewer invalidating
edges. Unfortunately, it still remains somewhat unclear why a negative gradient is
seen for hhKii.
Finally, while hhKii is generally much smaller than hhδxy ii, AHRSZ still performs
worse than PK and this reflects the larger constants involved in its implementation
(see Section 3.5 for more on this). Also, the fact that MNR outperforms PK on
dense graphs is expected following the discussion of Section 3.4. What may be
surprising, however, is that MNR only ever achieves a constant factor improvement
over PK on dense graphs. MNR outperforms PK because it only uses a forward
F +
search (i.e., kδxy
k ), rather than a forward and backward search (i.e., hhδxy ii) as
F +
B −
PK does. However, for our random graphs, it is likely that kδxy
k ≈ kδxy
k and,
hence, only a constant factor improvement is obtained. We suspect this property
will hold true for most real-world problems, provided there are sufficient edge insertions. This is because, in a dense graph, it is difficult to construct situations
where edge insertions consistently yield significantly smaller forward-search trees
compared with backward-search trees.
4.4 Batch insertion experiments
The purpose of these experiments was to investigate the performance of the three
dynamic algorithms against STO, which you may recall from Figure 1, uses a standard (i.e., static) topological sort based upon depth-first search. So, following the
same experimental procedure as before, we measured ACPI for these algorithms
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whilst maintaining |V | and |E| constant and varying the batch size b.
Figure 7 shows the performance of PK, MNR, AHRSZ and STO across varying
batch sizes on sparse and dense graphs. They show a significant advantage is to
be gained from using the dynamic algorithms when the batch size is small. Indeed,
the data suggests that they compare favourably even for large batch sizes. It is
important to realise here that, as the dynamic algorithms are unit change (i.e.,
they only process one edge at a time), their plots are flat since they obtain no
advantage from seeing the edge insertions in batches. Finally, the plots indicate
that, as density increases, the batch size at which STO becomes favourable also
increases.
5. RELATED WORK
The main algorithms for the problem of dynamically maintaining a topological order
have been covered in Section 3. However, a number of other works on this subject
exist. Of particular relevance is that of Katriel and Bodlaender who obtained an
O(min{m3/2 log v, m3/2 +v 2 log v}) bound to insert m edges into an empty graph for
algorithm AHRSZ [Katriel and Bodlaender 2005]. They also showed that, for DAGs
with treewidth k, it needs at most O(mk log2 v) time to insert m edges and that,
for the special case of trees, this reduces to O(v log v). The bound on the time to
insert m edges for AHRSZ has since been improved to O(v 2.75 ) by Ajwani, Friedrich
and Meyer [Ajwani et al. 2006]. Elsewhere, Katriel has demonstrated algorithm PK
to be worse-case optimal with respect to the number of vertices reordered over a
series of edge insertions [Katriel 2004]. Zhou and Müller have improved the space
requirements of algorithm AHRSZ [Zhou and Müller 2003]. Ramalingam and Reps
proved that no algorithm for the DTO problem can have a constant competitive
ratio [Ramalingam and Reps 1994].
The approach taken in Section 3 to theoretically evaluating algorithms for the
DTO problem is known as incremental complexity analysis. This methodology is
really a natural extension of complexity analysis based on input size. It recognises
that, for a dynamic problem, there is typically no fixed input capturing the minimal
amount of work to be performed. Instead, work is measured in terms of a parameter
δ representing the (minimal) change in input and output required. For example, in
the DTO problem, the input is the current DAG and topological order, while the
output after an edge insertion is the updated DAG and (any) valid ordering. Thus,
δ is the (minimal) set of vertices which must be reordered (i.e., Kmin ) plus the
inserted edge. Incremental complexity analysis is about identifying the parameter
δ for the dynamic problem in question. An algorithm is described as bounded, if its
time complexity can be expressed only in terms of |δ| or kδk for all inputs and outputs. Otherwise, it is said to be unbounded. The inclusion of kδk here, as opposed
to just |δ|, is simply to include algorithms which depend upon visiting the edges
incident to vertices in δ. This is necessary to obtaining a bounded algorithm for
all dynamic graph problems we are aware of. The ideas of incremental complexity
were developed over several previous works [Berman 1992; Ramalingam and Reps
1996; Ramalingam 1996] and there are many examples of its use (e.g., [Reps 1982;
Alpern et al. 1990; Reps et al. 1986; Wirn 1993; Frigioni et al. 1994; Yeh 1983;
Ramalingam 1996]).
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In general, the majority of work on dynamic algorithms for directed graphs has
focused on shortest/longest paths and transitive closure (e.g., [King and Sagert
1999; Demetrescu and Italiano 2000; Djidjev et al. 2000; Demetrescu et al. 2000;
Frigioni et al. 1998; Baswana et al. 2002; Katriel et al. 2005]). For undirected
graphs, there has been substantially more work and a survey of this area can be
found in [Italiano et al. 1999]. Perhaps closest to the problem studied in this
paper is that of dynamically identifying strongly connected components in digraphs.
We have shown elsewhere how algorithms MNR and PK can be modified for this
purpose [Pearce et al. 2004; Pearce 2005].
6. CONCLUSION
We have presented a new algorithm for dynamically maintaining the topological
order of a DAG, provided a complexity analysis, correctness proof and shown it
performs better on sparse graphs than any previously known. Furthermore, we
have provided the first experimental comparison of algorithms for this problem
over a large number of randomly generated directed acyclic graphs.
For the future, we would like to investigate performance over different classes of
random graphs (e.g., power law graphs [Aiello et al. 2000]). We are also aware that
random graphs may not reflect real life structures and, thus, experimentation on
physically occurring graphs would be useful. Finally, we are particularly interested
in finding batch variants on these algorithms, which would perform minimal work
across a batch of edge insertions.
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